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“Men in Black” Quiz

Find the right answers to the questions below. Page 44 in TOPIC will help you!

1.  When was the very first “Men in Black” film released? 
a) in 1996 b) in 1997 c) in 1998 d) in 1999

2. What was this first movie based on?
 a) a true story b) a musical c) a novel d) a comic book series

3. When did the third “Men in Black” film come out?
 a) in 2002 b) in 2008 c) in 2012 d) in 2018

4. The newest movie is called Men in Black …?
 a) Incredible b) Intentional c) Impossible d) International

5. Chris Hemsworth and Tessa Thompson play agents … ?
 a) C + T b) A + B c) X+ Y d) H + M

Englisch

Below are six words. Match them with their correct meaning! Page 44 in TOPIC will help you! 

something inspired by / related to the original

part two / a continuation of something

a person who is not allowed to enter a space

the quintessence / personification of something

challenging / exhausting

to get hurt / wounded

Below are five statements. Decide whether they are true or false. Page 44 in TOPIC will help you!

  True False
Actor Will Smith is also in the newest “Men in Black” film.  

The agents’ boss is played by Liam Neeson.  

Chris Hemsworth is 34 years old.  

Chris Hemsworth does all the dangerous stunts himself.  

Chris Hemsworth plays a half-god in the Avengers movies.  

What’s that word ?

True or False

epitome

spin-off

to get injured

demanding

intruder

sequel
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Listen to the facts about the original “Men in Black” film and fill in the missing words below!

One of the ____________________________ of the original film was Steven Spielberg.

Tommy Lee Jones only agreed to accept his role if the ___________________ was improved.

Some people believe that _____________________________ really exist.

The “Men in Black” headquarters are situated in _____________________________, but the original idea was 
to have underground buildings.

The original comic series is much darker and much more _______________________ than the films.

For one scene, _________________________ litres of slime were used.

Listening exercise

Listening exercise: “Men in Black”

Listen to the audio and do the task.
Tip: Before you listen, read the text and questions carefully. It will help you find the right answers.


